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TWBC Planning Department
Town Hall,
Mount Pleasant Road,
Royal Tunbridge Wells,
Kent, TN1 1RS. 25/10/2023

Householder Application in Conservation Area (FULL).
Address: The Old Bakery, Headcorn Road, Frittenden, Kent TN17 2EJ
Proposal: External remodelling and internal reorganisation of existing dwelling conversion,
within existing footprint and re-landscaping of pavement apron.

Heritage Statement

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states at paragraph 128 that:

‘In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to
describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by
their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ importance and no
more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their
significance’.

Background

The Old Bakery is Grade II listed and located within the Frittenden Conservation Area.
Although the building is entirely modern – dating from the mid 1990s – its connexion to the
adjoining historic urban block of the former Post Office and extant Bell and Jorrocks pub
demands a sensitive approach; one that respects the recent history of the bakery extension
in the context of the centuries old evolution of the block itself.

The Applicant recognises that investing in high quality authentic materials and
craftsmanship, will likely encourage much needed future investment in the adjacent
component freeholds.

Impact of the proposal on the Frittenden Conservation Area (CA)

The architectural composition of the row was analysed in fine detail before arriving at this
proposal. As such, I am confident that the proposed works will not only enhance the CA, but
that they will also not harm the amenity of the immediate neighbours at Hepplewhite Cottage
– there is no overlooking or loss of daylight. The net benefits for public and private amenity
alike include generally enhanced architectural material detailing, improved acoustic (and
thermal) performance and improved roadside landscaping.

Settlement Context

The Old Bakery sits on the north-west corner of the Bell and Jorrocks pub which is the
thriving and vibrant secular hub of Frittenden village. Essentially Frittenden still has two
churches remaining, St Mary’s and the Bell and Jorrocks.

The immediate setting of pub and cottages around the junction of the Biddenden Road with
The Street is dominated by wood-fired brick and Kent peg tiling and dates from the late
C17th century to the mid-C19th century. All the brickwork is in Flemish bond in lime mortar
and Poplar House has exceptionally fine brick masonry – although sadly no longer fully
intact following some recent re-pointing in sand and cement to the side elevation; however
the front elevation and north gable end remain impeccable.
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Original shop sign

Original side door
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Pre-Application Advice was sought and the Applicant and Agent met with Hayley Starkey
and Mark Stephenson at the Old Bakery on 23rd August, with TWBC’s written response
received on 21st September.

Additional design detail was requested by Mark Stephenson in respect of the projecting
canopy which houses downlighting and the shutter top rail. This detail has consequently
been added to the application design information, together with detailed clarification of the
apron landscaping proposal.

Furthermore, the visiting officers advised that Kent Highways be approached in order to
advance consent for the apron landscaping part of the proposal, in the unusual context that
the Title Boundary extends to the kerbline; historically, this urban block existed as an island
at the confluence of three highways at the time of the first OS map in January 1801 and the
pavement existed long before the mid 20th Century road and pavement improvement works.
Enquiry 752428 was registered with Kent Highways to start the application/notification
process on 24th October, following the advice of the duty officer.

In summary, the Pre-application Advice has been generally supportive of the proposal and
recognises both the modesty of the proposed changes and the importance of high level craft
paired with authentic and high quality materials in the execution of the works; all subject to
full scrutiny and due process via a full planning application in the usual way.

As the property is listed Grade II, a Listed Building Consent  Application is also being
submitted.


